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Ex-airport officer
on corruption rap
A FORMER technical officer with
the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) and Changi Airport Group (CAG) was charged
yesterday with corruption and deceiving the organisations with quotations so that contracts would be
given to a company named
Fire-Mech.
Henry Goh Keng Hwee, 44, faces six charges of corruptly accepting bribes of at least $43,780
from Mr Kang Leong Chuan, a
director of Fire-Mech, in return
for helping the company secure

multiple
contracts
with
CAAS/CAG, and for giving Mr
Kang extra time to prepare quotations for the work.
The alleged offences took place
between October 2008 and early
2011.
He is also accused of 22 counts
of using false quotations with the
intention to deceive and mislead
CAAS/CAG that Fire-Mech had
provided the cheapest quotes for
the work required.
As a result, CAAS/CAG awarded the contracts to Fire-Mech.

Henry Goh Keng Hwee allegedly accepted bribes of at
least $43,780 to help Fire-Mech secure contracts.
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Goh’s lawyer S. Balamurugan
sought an adjournment to make
representations.
Goh’s police bail has been extended.
A pre-trial conference will be
held on April 23.
If convicted, he could be
fined up to $100,000 and/or
jailed for up to five years on each
charge.
In a statement, the Corrupt
Practices Investigation Bureau
said Singapore has always adopted a zero tolerance approach towards corruption, and it takes
a serious view of any corrupt practices and will not hesitate to take
action.
Before it was formed in June
2009 to manage Changi Airport’s
development and operations,
CAG was part of CAAS.
ELENA CHONG

Source: The Straits Times © Singapore Press Holdings Limited. Permission required for reproduction.

Man took photos of teen
in sexual acts with model
By ELENA CHONG
COURTS CORRESPONDENT

IN THE first case of its kind, a man who caused a minor to have sex with an 18-year-old part-time model was sentenced to six months in jail yesterday.
The 41-year-old former IT specialist, who cannot be named, took photographs of the poses and
sexual acts between the boy, then 15, and the teenage model, whom he had hired for a “couple shoot”
at Conrad Centennial Hotel some time in late October or early November in 2012.
At some point, he took off his clothes and joined
them on the bed, engaging in sexual activity with
the girl while the camera snapped photographs in
auto mode.
The court heard that the minor came to know
the accused, a Singapore permanent resident from
India, in late October 2012 when the accused advertised online for an “extra man” to “fulfil my
girlfriend’s fantasies”.
Curious, the minor wanted to find out more and
clicked a link confirming that he was aged 18 or
older.
The two chatted online, and the teen sent the accused a photograph as requested and told him that
he was 18.
That weekend, the accused met the minor and
the model at the hotel lobby, and they proceeded to
the room.
There, the model, who had done photo shoots
for the accused before, told the minor she was a second-year polytechnic student who had just
dropped out of school. He, in turn, said he was a
first-year student at the Singapore Polytechnic.
The court heard that the minor felt uncomfortable and awkward during the photography session,
but was assured by the accused that the photographs were meant only for his personal use.
In his brief grounds of decision, District Judge
Victor Yeo Khee Eng said a custodial sentence was
clearly warranted to send a clear message that such
offences will not be condoned or tolerated.
He felt that the fact the accused did not directly
engage in sex with the minor was hardly a mitigating factor.
“The accused was not a mere bystander or a passive photographer in this entire episode. He was an
active participant and was engaging in a sexual activity with the very same girl at the very same time
and place as the minor.
“Where a minor below 16 years of age is brought
into the sexual equation, introduced to and made to
participate in the sexual activity involving a threesome, and with the images captured (via) photography, surely that would aggravate rather than mitigate the offence,” he said.
Judge Yeo also said there was an element of deception, and the minor was misled into thinking he
was helping the accused and his “girlfriend”, when
this was far from the truth.
“Furthermore, I was particularly perturbed by
the fact that there was a strong element of moral
corruption on the minor, who was a virgin at the
material time,” he said.
The accused, who will start his sentence on Monday, could have been jailed for up to 10 years
and/or fined.
elena@sph.com.sg
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IT IS the complications from having diabetes that impacts a
person’s quality of life, not the disease itself.
Among the complications,
nerve damage – which leads to
symptoms such as pain and a
pins-and-needles sensation – is
the worst. It causes the most reduction in quality of life, a study
here shows.

Today’s Mind Your Body looks
at the study and how to help those
with the condition.
Also, find out how some newer
drugs are helping those with lung
cancer breathe easier.
And we bring you a quick, easy
and delicious recipe for salmon
which can be done in just 10 minutes and served either as an appetizer or a main course.
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